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Abstract: 

The bitter defeat of Germany in the  World War1 and the humiliating Treaty of Versailles 

gave rise to an indigenous and extreme form of fascism in Germany called Nazism which 

resulted in one of the worst genocide in the history of mankind, known as The Holocaust, 

taking as much as 11 million lives . The life of people in Europe was most directly affected 

by this political invasion. The survivors of the Nazi Germany and Holocaust have 

experienced something incomprehensible. Many of these survivors have shared their 

experiences which spoke about the ethnicity and prevailing role of politics. Each engrossing 

story has perilous and tragic moments of hellish „peace‟. 

The author is famous for depicting terror, violence and cruelty in her work during the setting 

of the communist Romania under the repressive Nicholas Ceausescu regime which she has 

experienced herself. Most of her works shows German minority in Romania and also a 

depiction of modern history of Germany and Transylvania. 

„The Hunger Angel‟ tells the story of a young boy Leo Auberg , from TranSylvia, who was 

deported  to the Russian concentration camp at the age of 17 and served for 5 years. The poet 

Oskar Pastior is the spokesperson of the protagonist and the other survivors. 

The title of the book was coined by Oskar Pastior as a compound word „Hungerangel‟ where 

in he describes the pervasive hunger that dominates the prison of Donet Basin where he 

worked as a slave labor. This work reflects the turmoil of war and displacement. It has a 

detail of everyday life in the concentration camp, as hunger sharpens his senses into an acuity 

that is both hallucinatory and profound. Here, Hunger becomes the unavoidable Angel who 

haunts the camps everyday like a disorderly sparing partner, a rough blow that keep Leo 

experiencing the rawest part of the life. 

 

„The Land of Green Plums‟ talked about her childhood experiences with her friends specially 

a young woman from ethnic Germany. The book reflects trauma and political oppressions. 
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Role of Politics in Human life –Through the Autobiographical Novelsof Herta Muller 

 

The survivors of Nazi Germany and Holocaust have encountered something which can't be 

envisioned. The survivors have recounted numerous stories about the inescapable dread of 

raiding Russian and Czech assaulting and killings. Every one of these youngsters was helped 

to remember their dead fathers, warrior and friend in need moms and different saints who 

battled against the bedlam and craving. Each battling story has dangerous and lamentable 

minutes when they wound up attemptingto survive a "terrible peace". The most pivotal thing 

is every one of these survivors was tranquil and quiet eyewitnesses of their own decimation 

and abuse. In contemporary writing, these self-portraying works assume a vital part in 

depicting the political side of society and its consequences for summed up life; At the danger 

of distortion, I need to concentrate here on two scholarly patterns that have developed inearly 

present day learns at this chronicled crossroads – one inclination is neighborhood, the other 

worldwide. Dropping from Foucault and de Certeau has come to a little scale historicism, an 

antiquarianism of adjacent discovering that takes after the private presence of things likewise, 

the normal everyday presences of people sometime recently. This kind of work can be 

enormously educative, opening new lines of research inside the field of English social history.  

In any case, there is in likemanner a risk: pulling one's head inside the hard, cautious shell 

way that avoids thecolossal issues going to on incomprehensible scale request of legislative 

issues what'smore, conviction framework. In looking for after an examination of material 

culture,one must be careful so as not to avoid the issue of gathered "totalizing" accounts 

thathave ended up being unfashionable from a post-poststructuralist motivation behindview. 

Toward the day's end, "little scale authenticity" threats getting the opportunityto be "tiny" 

without being "microcosmic." At best, this kind of realist input prevailswith regards to putting 

little scale material histories inside a greater examine ofconviction framework that interfaces 

with "enormous picture" undeniable storiesabout class, sex, in addition, race. 

"In this nation, we needed to walk, eat, rest and love in dread". 

„The place where there is Green Plums' and " The Hunger Angel' by well-known Nobel 

Laureate Herta Muller, are the essential messages that have been takenup. In spite of the fact 

that, there have been numerous scholastic examinations onthese works, this paper plans to 

explore the treatment of mankind by humankindalongside the overarching part of legislative 

issues. Nazism brought about the mostnoticeably awful Genocide in the historical backdrop 

of mankind and made the livesof individuals in Germany hopeless. Muller grew up amid the 

rule of NicholaeCeausescu which didn't bolster the right to speak freely, and her novel „The 

Land ofGreen Plums' insightfully upgraded the delineation of this corrupt world. Muller 

isexceptionally sharp in her decision of symbolism, which is constantly particular 

andnightmarish. Each protest a rope, a key, a plum, solitary hair-there is-as in a 

children'sstory, things have been externalized to introduce a world loaded with voices and 

hush. 

Muller's biting encounters have been highlighted in the books in connection to hermom where 

she was unwittingly extradited to a constrained work camp. 'The HungerAngel' gives a 

stunning symbolism ofthe brutality of man and the failure ofperceiving another individual. 

The books have thoughtful and unkind characters,rotates around the 17 year old hero Leo 
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Aubery who found something capricious and unusual about his sexuality as something 

"interesting, grimy, indecent and delightful".Leo was not some portion of any political 

gathering required in the revolt in thepublic eye. But since of his German ethnicity, his name 

was in the rundown and wasexpelled to the constrained work camps. This demonstrates the 

cold-bloodedness ofpolitical power holders who were playing with the lives of average 

citizens,considerably after the finish of the Holocaust."Holocaust" in Greek signifies 

'Relinquish by flame'. There was theslaughtering of a large number of Jews by the Nazis and 

their colleagues in anexceptionally precise, surrealistic State-Sponsored oppression, in which 

the value ofhuman life is slightest regarded. Other than Jews, the Nazi focused on gay 

people,wanderers, Jehovah's witnesses and the incapacitated so as to abuse them and thoseleft 

behind were strongly expelled to the work camps where they lived to kick thebucket every 

day. The Quotation specified at the start of the article extends the dreadamid the Nazi time 

frame where it was outlandish for general humanity to have aquiet existence. 

A contemptible turn into a thing, which we think it‟s futile. So also, if thereshould arise an 

occurrence of humankind likewise when we discover individuals of noutilization and of any 

utilization, we regard them as a thing. We mortify them, wemurder them, we resigned them 

according to the need and overlook them as a thing ofno utilization. In the books, the writer 

too had such astringent encounters as she has aplace with the politically focused on gathering 

in Germany.“At a time, I used to think that in a world without guards people would 

walkdifferently from the way we in our country, where people are allowed to think andwrite 

differently, I thought, they will also walk differently.” 53 

The previously mentioned quote is taken from the essential content of thispaper named 'The 

Land of Green Plums'. These lines are an endeavor to bring out themelody of feelings from 

the profound and material grotesqueness of life in socialistRomania. This novel is composed 

in a paratactic style, reflecting injury and politicalmistreatment. It discusses the ethnicity of 

the general population who survived themonstrous political undertakings just to be misused 

by the savage socialist. The richsocial legacy was destroyed, which was a lamentory and 

melancholic stage forindividuals in light of the fact that their ethnicity was being wrecked by 

politicalintercessions. The Nazis abused the expert by declining the key rights of individuals. 

The different social gatherings, holding the social legacy of their individualconvention were 

being obliterated.Lola, the hero, is a poor young lady living with her flat mates in a 

comradenation, were short on customer and make something helpful from the stuff they 

hadabandoned. Their life was without any joy and they endeavored to take the mostextreme 

favorable position of the given circumstance. 

Here, sediment, mascara, toothpick, tights can be deciphered as the socialobjects of ethnicity. 

However, these customs, social qualities and their valuableethnicity were being destroyed by 

the political intercessions after theHolocaust andthe World War ll, which was planned to 

endeavor and slaughter individuals to endtheir nativity and demonstrate the world that 

feelings of individuals and their life isuseless and that is the reason they were being 

compelled to act as slaves in the workcamps.Lola went to the city for work and used to return 

by city transports during theevening after work. Lawfulness was obligatory for the common 

laborers however notfor rich class society. Lola, a poor instructor once was severe sexually 

manhandled byan outsider. This occurrence tormented her body and soul and she lost her 
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craving tolive lastly hang herself. 

This specific scene gives an unmistakable picture of the general public whereadministering 

experts were worried about their gainful matters just and residents andtheir lives were all 

optional and irrelevant. This cold-heartedness towards Lola by thespecialists uncovers the 

mercilessness of the Fascist government who was in charge ofthe Holocaust; Nazis were 

stone hearted individuals who fanatically killed Jews, gaypeople and impaired while the rest 

were compelled to work in the work camps. Lolawas after death removed from the comrade 

party since she hanged herself in the wakeof being sexually abused fiercely. This choice of 

ousting her from the socialist partyindicates two angles initially, that feelings and ethnicity 

are all auxiliary and are not in any case deserving of thought. Besides, to remove Lola after 

death from the socialistparty demonstrates governmental issues of the time in which 

lawmakers look for theirown advantage as it were.Once the German individuals who were 

compellingly expelled to the workcamps returned home, and after that, the interest of the 

world was to know theirstories. By one means or another, for rest of the world, these 

individuals and theirstories turned into the method of learning and more than that of 

diversion. A largenumber of individuals, their feelings, societies, personalities and singularity 

passed onin the merciless Genocide. Among them was a companion of Muller's mom, 

afterwhom Herta Muller later named the hero. As Muller says a short time later in regardsto 

"The Hunger Angel "l:“the extraditions were an unthinkable subject since they reviewed 

Romanian's Fascistpast." 

Muller assembles the fearlessness to end the quiet by conversing with thedeportees from her 

own town, following 5 years when they returned home from thework camps.Muller use to 

have long and profound discussions with Oskar Pastior, apopular German writer, about his 

days and encounters in Soviet constrained – workcamps. The thought was to compose a book 

about encounters of the Germanindividuals who served in camps; But after Pastior's passing, 

Muller chose tocomplete the expected work all alone. In the previously mentioned novel Leo, 

the realcharacter grandstands the pictures of a people extradited and stuns the world, 

abouthow all specialists were being dealt with amid in the work camp stage. Leo used tohave 

a pipedream of craving since they were furnished with the adequate measure oftheir essential 

need of a life that is sustenance. The pictures of officer urinating onLeo kept on frequenting 

him for the duration of his life. He was not some portion ofany social or political movement 

but rather his German ethnicity was sufficient to puthim on the rundown of workers. Leo in 

the work camp works himself deep downscooping coal, pulling mortar and clearing slang. His 

kindred specialists float allthrough Leo's life, hardly more striking than his recollections and 

envisionedexperiences with his folks and grandparents. To be sure, the energy of Leo's 

creative ability is the mystery of both-his energy of creative energy and Muller's novel. 

Mullersaid in one of her meeting with Le Monde that 'when you don't have anything, 

articlesare essential… even works turn into a protest, even material you work with, coal 

orstone. You are stripped of yourself and must rethink that self. Objects permit this.You end 

up embodying them, to arrange yourself." 

Leo confronted a lot of embarrassment all through the work camp which wasfor a time of 5 

years and after that he returned home. These 5 years of mortificationwere the impact of world 

war ll where the feelings were exhibited as articles. Leo wasnot given legitimate nourishment 
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and he used to have a mental trip about fruits. Thesemental trips ridicule the Fascist 

government as they were in charge of theembarrassment and utilizing these honest lives as 

"thing".The creator utilized many questions and pictures to speak to hercontemplations like 

she gave the pictorial points of interest of the stuffs pressed byLeo and the things Lola shy of; 

demonstrates a mechanical and removed part ofbreathing amid jail involvement. Average 

citizens have been introduced assubstandard creatures in both the books. The striking 

portrayal of ruthlessness by thedecision experts is appeared by the heroes Leo and Lola. Leo 

was loaded withnauseating and dread of craving and we can utilize the term " hunger stun' for 

him as "shell-stun', in light of the fact that he has been far expelled from the fundamental 

needof life that is 'Sustenance'; and this hones his faculties into a sharpness that is 

bothhallucinatory and significant. In his phone, he began having illusions of thesustenance 

and imagining "fruits" which he called "Night fruits". In a scene, he hasbeen urinated upon by 

the camp officers, which is an extraordinary type of tormentwhich places him into the mental 

injury like Lola after her sexual misuse. In both theworks we can discover the mastery of 

dialect, domain and clashes with politicalspecialist demolishing the lives of everyday citizens 

and the sentiment up-rootednessseen strikingly.The ability and teach that empowered the 

writer to depict her character, is thething that make her books a critical commitment to the 

writing in view of the deathcamps. 

 These stories demonstrated that because of the overall legislative issuesinnocents lost their 

ethnicity, their way of life, their kin and most critical is their enthusiasm forever. The expert 

squashed these survivors and their families for a longtime even after World War ll and the 

Holocaust. The youngsters endured in thesecamps and subsequent to being back in their 

nation, they lost their acknowledgment,independence and were dealt with as rovers or exiles. 

They lost their personality, theirhomes, terrains, dialect what not. They were ousted and 

thereafter progressed towardbecoming with no character. We can finish up by saying that in 

this mission forpersonality the very idea of self-starts to blur away. Now and again specialist 

turnsout to be cruel to the point that lives of general individuals end up plainly thoughtfuland 

the most exceedingly bad thing is that their own kin are battling for their realityand mankind 

is not by any means concerned. These battles for presence make usunderstand that some time 

or another or later everybody is going to be a piece of futileanimal – "thing". 
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